Abstract
Introduction
In recent years, the internet-related technologies have become increasingly mature and the number of people to join the internet has increased day by day. Therefore, the composition in the internet is more and more complicated and the data is more frequently transferred among the internet. Moreover, the tools to attack in the internet are not only clear and easy to understand, but also powerful.
The number of browser-based attacks in 2011 increased from 580,371,937 to 946,393,693. It is 1.63 times the total for 2010. That means that Kaspersky Lab products protected users as they were surfing the Internet at an average of 2,592,859 times every day. The most commonly used malicious programs involved in Internet attacks against users counted by Kaspersky Lab can be shown in Figure 1 . The year 2010 has been almost identical to the previous one in terms of malware evolution. Generally speaking, trends have not changed that much and nor have the targets attacked; although a lots of the technologies used have progressed dramatically. However, the fact that the amount of new malicious programs which has remained stable does not automatically imply any stabilization in the amount of attacks. Firstly, malware is constantly growing more complex, and that is true even from one year to the next. Secondly, cybercriminals attack computers via the vulnerability in browsers and third-party applications that interact with them. As a result, the same malicious program can often be distributed via ten different vulnerabilities, leading to a proportional increase in the amount of attacks.
As previously mentioned, the purpose of network attacks is to steal confidential information or other intellectual property, and so on. According to the report of FBI and CSI in 2009 [1] , it showed that the average losses per respondent is more than 200,000 U.S. dollars (as shown in Figure 2 ) caused by computer-related issues. As figure 3 shows, this year is no exception and, furthermore, values for the numerous technologies we inquire about have by and large remained close enough to their values last year that we don't think they particularly merit comment [2] . It also means that network security protection is still the most important issues. In this paper, we combined NetFlow with cooperative firewall and proposed a more secure protection mechanism. If the assault happens, managers can quickly defense attacks, protect the server's security and minimize various injuries.
Related work

NetFlow
NetFlow technology was proposed by Cisco's Darren Kerr and Barry Burins in the year 1996, and it was registered as a U.S. patent in May of the same year. It is a flow monitoring technology used to provide statistics information of the flow formed by the packets on the network equipments. Now, it has been gradually evolved into primary means of network traffic statistics and security analysis [3] [4] [5] [6] . It started as a cache for improving the performance of IP lookups and was later adapted to flow measurement. Routers execute NetFlow to maintain a "flow cache" containing flow records that describe the traffic (Figure 4 ). These flow records are then exported using unreliable UDP to a computer that collects, analyzes and archives them [7] .
Figure 4. NetFlow infrastructure
For each router interface, flows are identified by important fields in the packet header: source and destination IP address, protocol, source and destination port, and type of service byte. The router inserts a new flow record into the flow cache if a packet does not belong to an existing flow. NetFlow uses four rules to decide when a flow has ended, which then allows the corresponding record to be exported: 1) when indicated by TCP flags (FIN or RST), 2) fifteen seconds after seeing the last packet with a matching flow ID, 3) thirty minutes after the record is created (to avoid staleness) and 4) when the flow cache is full. Besides the fields identifying the flow, each flow record also keeps other data such as the amount of packets and bytes in the flow and the timestamps of the first and last packet. These records allow many kinds of analysis. For example, using the port numbers presenting in the exported flow records, an analyst can produce a breakdown of the traffic by application; using the IP addresses, one can produce a traffic breakdown by source or destination [8] . By combining data with multiple routers, one can obtain a network-wide view of the traffic demands of the ISP's customers [9] .
Cooperative firewalls
Cooperative Firewall System (COFS) [10] [11] [12] , its goal is to design the regional network in the worm infected hosts, and the network has been able to maintain the smooth and report to managers. At the same time, it makes use of the coordination scheme to warn other hosts of preventing themselves from being infected by the worms.
The structure of COFS is shown in Figure 5 and divided into control node and distributed firewall nodes. Control node is responsible for receiving the rules transmitted by distributed Firewall node and sends to other nodes. It is also responsible for providing warning and management interface to management and letting the management to understand the circumstances for each firewalls to set rules. Firewall node is distributed in each protected host and responsible for detecting abnormal states, collecting system information, executing rule and exchanging information to control node. 
System architecture
The basic concept is to combine different defense mechanisms to recover the defect of single defense mechanism and enhance the security strength. We also assumed that each defense mechanism may be ineffective and now the others can still work. Therefore, the defense structures can augment the defense scope and provide more and better fault-tolerant degree.
The most useful advantage of the defense structure is that the defense diversification. It is not necessary to exchange the information in different mechanisms. Figure 6 shows the system structure which combines the cooperative firewall with NetFlow. In this defense structure, type A attack can be directly blocked by NetFlow. Type B and type C attacks can pass through the NetFlow and be blocked by cooperative firewall. Only type D connection which is considered the normal connection can pass and access the network information system.
To combine different defense structures can defense more types of attack. Besides, even if one of the defense mechanisms is inactive, it still exist another mechanism to work. Therefore, when the attacks occur, we expect that it is able to provide multi-layer defense mechanism to protect the server and minimize the injury.
Simulation
The main items of the system simulation experiment include the packets flow table, flow chart, the size of packets in and out of proportion, as well as legitimate packets and packets analysis. Figure 7 shows the information of normal flow and Figure 8 shows the top four flows which the connection is far more than the normal flow in a period of time and it can be determined that the system will incur the attack immediately. Figure 9 shows the system of network packets traffic conditions. Moreover, we analyze the passes in packets size and the administrator can find the proportion of packets size from Figure 10 . The packet analysis is to discover relevant attacker's information shown in Figure 11 . There is no individual network security defense mechanism can resolve all the network security issues in current network environment. In this paper, we combine cooperative firewall with NetFlow network security mechanisms to strengthen the security defense degree and to resolve network security problems. If the assault happens, managers can quickly defense attacks, protect the server's security and minimize various injuries.
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